Since 1950’s

t seems that the season has flashed by in a
kaleidoscope of sunrises and sunsets punctuated by
flashes of stillness and moments frozen in time when a
hunter has taken a spectacular trophy or nature has
shown us her beauty.
I have had the honor of seeing young
inexperienced boy's grow into a competent men
conducting safaris with the drive and passion
only associated with youth, yet with the
compassion and experience of older hunters Alex Jnr. and his tracker Peter firmly have the
reins in their hands.
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The respect for the animal and the chase is
tempered with the trust they place in our Lord
and the fantastic team in the field that makes it
possible, the tried and trusted older PH's Stoffel
Albertyn, Willem Wabecker, Declan De Jager,
the trackers and skinners headed up by John
Chauke, Peter, Kidmore, Shaderak, Ozzie and his
camp staff.
Much of our success, comes from the men and
woman behind the scenes. Anel, Raimundo and
Michele in the office. Fernando Chicolowe’s
support and wisdom in Mozambique. Eric in
Cameroon. Rory, Ferdie and Koos in the
Mozambique camps leading the work force and
anti-poaching teams to ensure that the
concessions are top notch, and that next year
may be just as good for our guests and the
wildlife. Last but not least Oyvind Christensen
whose enthusiasm and investment at Sabie
Game Park is both humbling and inspiring,
awakening a zest for Africa in his son Simen who
soon will be our second pilot and is already part
of the team.
To our clients, agents, guests and friends, all who
are considered part of the McDonald Safaris
family, I salute you all for being an integral part
of the Sport of Kings. Men and women prepared
to spend their money on the most effective form

of conservation, Sport Hunting and ensuring that
the generations to come can have the same
privilege and experience. Asante – Thank you!

SANDY McDONALD

Hunting pays for Conservation...

Lion and Leopard
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Crocodile and Hippo
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Buffalo
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Elephant
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Plains Game
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Mozambique
rom the inslebergs of the Niassa Province where the
seasoned hunter takes on the challenge of tracking an
above average Elephant or hunting a majestic Roosevelt
Sable, to the foothills of the Lebombo Mountains where some of the
greatest Lion, Leopard and Buffalo hunting is available amongst
large herds of plains game, to the shores of the mighty Lake Cahorra
Bassa, home to Crocodile, Hippo and Elephant.
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ozambique is one of Africa’s best kept secrets, a peaceful country with spectacular
scenery and some of Africa’s finest hunting. An easy country to access. All camps consist
of classic safari tents, en-suit and serviced by a highly trained and long standing staff
compliment.

South Africa
he phrase “Size Matters” in respect of the size of land is apparent in all of our hunting areas.
McDonald Safaris has secured some of the largest plains game and big game concessions in
South Africa. Strict and limited hunting quotas are set to ensure that hunting is conducted on a
sustainable yield basis, ensuring that all animals are naturally produced, free range and wild. South
Africa is a destination for all to experience, be it your first time to Africa in pursuit of the many plains
game species we have to offer, your quest for Lion, Leopard or Elephant in large concessions, or the
challenge of hunting specialized species like Bushpig, Klipspringer and Red Duiker.

llow your friends and family to enjoy the beautiful safari camps with a typical African
ambience. Enjoy the spectacular African starlit skies around a campfire with fine South
African wines and great cuisine.
All our destinations are easily accessible by vehicle
from Polokwane Intl. Airport or by air charter from
Johannesburg Intl. Airport.
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Cameroon
onsidered mythical by the hunting fraternity, the
elusive Lord Derby Eland coupled with a hunt for Western
Savanna Buffalo and specialized plains game species is
one of the greatest challenges for the serious hunter. To track a Giant
Eland bull for hours and days is highly rewarding when you finally
have him in your cross hairs. The unique beauty of the Western Roan
and Western Cob, or the final stalk on smart and sometimes
aggressive Western Savanna Buffalo will ensure an experience of a
lifetime.
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cDonald Safaris in association with Angelvy Safari provide some of the finest hunting
in Cameroon today. Air-conditioned, en-suit camps, experienced trackers and guides,
Cameroon is a true adventure.

Wing-shooting and Photographic
outh Africa is home to the finest upland bird hunting in Africa. We have selected fine
destinations a short two hour travel from Johannesburg Intl. Airport. Seasoned Guides and well
trained dogs will guide and take care of your hunting party. Strict management plans and annual
quota's of Guinea Fowl, Doves and four Francolin species ensure quality shooting every season. A total
of between four and six guns will be accepted on each shoot. This classic experience is for the
dedicated bird hunter or those wanting a shoot coupled with a hunting safari or photographic tour.
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or many years, the McDonald family
have shown their clients some of
Southern Africa’s most spectacular sights
and areas. Stay in the world renowned Kruger
National Park or spend a few days in a private
nature reserve with guided walks in big five
country. Non-hunting family members and friends
can visit the cultural and scenic attractions close
to the hunting areas and a trip to the mighty
Victoria Falls, one of the seven wonders of the
world, is a must for any traveller.
The Limpopo Province has some of the finest
Gary Player, Retief Goosen and Ernie Els endorsed
golf courses where you may be playing your final
putt just yards from a zebra or have a crocodile
lurking in the water trap. Your customized tour
and our experienced and well equipped guides
will ensure an unforgettable experience.

Fishing and Testimonial
ishing Africa's lakes, rivers and oceans will give the avid angler the opportunity of landing
Africa’s finest fresh and salt water game fish. We have selected some of the best destinations in
Southern Africa for their respective species. There is nothing finer than watching the mighty Tiger
Fish tail dancing over the water, desperate to throw your spinner back at you, or the beautiful Yellow
Fish as it strikes your fly, by far some of the best pound for pound fresh water fighters in Africa. Our
pristine Mozambique coastline has spectacular big game fishing. Experienced skippers, will ensure an
unforgettable experience for Tuna, Kingfish, Sailfish and the mighty Marlin.
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y experience with McDonald safaris- I must say that this is
the way the hunting should be.
Fair, ethical, well organized and client orientated.
Three generations of PH's from the McDonald family is the
best recommendation for any sportsman.
There is only one problem in hunting with them - if you have started,
you will not stop returning, again and again.
Kind regards
Alexey - Austria
We very much enjoyed hunting at the Sabie GMA, taking extremely large leopard, buffalo and hippo, all under fair
chase conditions in a remote yet easily accessible concession. The game is plentiful and, for those who care about
such things, the trophies huge. The area is beautiful and unspoiled, like Kruger bushveldt without the tourists! The
hospitality was first-rate, to the highest standard of African camps. I can think of no other place in Africa that offers
this combination of accessible dangerous game and luxury at as fair a price.
Thanks again
George - USA
Ten fantastic hunting days in a wild and beautiful hunting area with
very professional team and as a result, one huge buffalo, a beautiful
bushbuck and a kudu
of a life time!
Many thanks for everything
Luis Miguel - Portugal

ou know it not, let me tell you it is a voice that is
never stilled when once you have listened to it, have
risen up and gone forth from your home and left all
behind to follow and obey it.
Call of the Wild leave me a moment, a spell quiet and in
peace.
And so replying, I listen, but it calls again and again,
and because of it I cannot sleep.
I cannot rest as I would for far off, as it is at times, the
call is clear
Come back… come back!

